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ABSTRACT
An interface and a method for image data transmission that is used for data transmission through a plurality of data lines is described, the correctness of the transmitted data being checked by reference to control data. The checking capability is achieved in that at least one item of control data is transmitted through each data line.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is a Continuation Application of prior U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/518,953 filed Sep. 22, 2005, which was a National Stage Application of PCT International Application of PCT/DE03/01083 filed Apr. 2, 2003, which claimed priority to German Patent Application No. 102 27 199.2 filed on Jun. 18, 2002, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention is directed to an interface for image data transmission.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

[0003] Both analog and digital image data transmission methods are known for transmitting image data. In order to guarantee high image resolution, transmission methods that guarantee reliable data transmission at a high data throughput are required. In particular, interfaces and transmission methods in which image data is transmitted in parallel through a plurality of lines are known for this purpose. In addition to the actual image data information that describes the individual pixels, control information that is used for line synchronization or frame synchronization, for example, is also transmitted. For this purpose, it is known to transmit all control signals through one of the data lines. Furthermore, U.S. Pat. No. 5,859,669 discusses an interface and an image data transmission method in which this control information is co-transmitted through a clock signal line that is used to control image data transmission. In order to check whether data is transmitted correctly, it is also known to add to the transmitted data additional test data that is transmitted together with the actual data. However, this test data reduces the volume of user data that may be transmitted since the transmission frequency may not be increased at all. To be able nevertheless to transmit a maximum volume of data, the check of the transmitted data is omitted, as in U.S. Pat. No. 5,859,669, for example.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] An interface according to the present invention and a method according to the present invention for image data transmission may provide for performance of a check of the transmitted data for each of the data lines with an unchanged data transmission volume. In this case, the checking capability is achieved in that at least one item of control data for each data packet is co-transmitted on each data line, and the presence or correctness of the item of control data is checked for each of the data lines. While the transmitted image data may have practically any value in order to be able to fully utilize the available bandwidth, the control data, in contrast, changes its value at definable intervals since although a display’s line and page refresh frequency may be subject to fluctuations, these move within a specific bandwidth so that a flicker-free and reliable image depiction in a display unit may result. If the item of control data is not received at all or if it remains constant for a period of time that exceeds the period length of the required change of line or of image page, then it is probable that the transmitted image data also has errors. In the case of safety-related displays, in particular, this error may be detected by evaluation of the control data so that a user may be warned about a potentially incorrect display. However, the available data transmission rate may still be utilized to the maximum degree.

[0005] The image data may be transmitted in data packets, e.g., digitally, in which case the correctness of a data packet may be checked individually. One pixel may be described by one data packet, one data line being provided for each primary color—red, green, and blue, for example. Each data packet is then provided with an item of control data, which in its smallest version includes one bit, so that only the smallest possible data capacity need be used for transmission of the control data. In this case, the control data includes at least one horizontal and one vertical display synchronization, which is used for line or frame synchronization.

[0006] The point in time of an expected control signal may be compared with the actual arrival of this control signal. If the control signal is not detected in time or if an expected point in time is exceeded by a degree greater than specified, then it is assumed that the control signal has not been transmitted correctly. It is possible, therefore, that there is a data transmission error.

[0007] It may be advantageous, moreover, to apply a direct voltage to the line for data transmission and to transmit data by varying this direct voltage by a value that is small in comparison with the absolute value of the direct voltage. This makes it possible to avoid undesirable electromagnetic radiation effects in the line, effects that may occur in the transmission of an alternating current signal, for example.

[0008] The use of an interface according to the present invention in a motor vehicle may be advantageous, in particular between a high-resolution display and one or more assigned image-producing units such as a driver information device, for example. Correct data transfer is guaranteed even over the long life of a motor vehicle.

Moreover, faulty data transfer may be determined even in cases where there is no longer any control signal at all on one of the data lines. In the event of a transmission error, it may also be advantageous to provide a backup line such as another available data bus through which the data intended for the defective data line may be transmitted. Furthermore, even only partial data may be transmitted advantageously through a backup line so that at least a display in an incorrect color or at a reduced resolution is made possible.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of an interface according to the present invention.

[0011] FIG. 2 shows an exemplary embodiment of a data packet according to the present invention.

[0012] FIG. 3 shows an exemplary embodiment of a method sequence for checking transmitted data according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] The interface according to the present invention and the method according to the present invention may be used for the transmission of any type of data. In particular, use for the transmission of image data may be advantageous since in this case very large data volumes are transmitted in a very rapid sequence. Furthermore, the interface according to the present invention may advantageously be used for safety-related applications since it makes it possible to check the correctness
of the transmission. The interface according to the present invention and the method according to the present invention are explained in greater detail below by reference to the example of image data transmission in a motor vehicle. In particular, the method is applicable to transmission of a camera signal to a display unit provided in the vehicle. The camera may be configured as a night-vision camera in which detected persons or obstacles, for example, are displayed and highlighted in a warning color.

[0014] FIG. 1 shows a data connection between an image data source 1 and a display unit 2. Image data source 1 is connected to a first interface unit 3, and display unit 2 is connected to a second interface unit 4. A clock pulse generator 5 supplies to image data source 1 an operating clock pulse by which image data is transmitted through a first image data line 6 and control data is transmitted through a first control data line 7 to first interface unit 3. In first interface unit 3, the operating clock pulse produced by clock pulse generator 5 is supplied to a clock pulse conversion unit 8. In another example embodiment, the clock pulse generator may also be advantageously integrated into the image data source. In an exemplary embodiment, clock pulse conversion unit 8 is used to multiply the clock pulse supplied by clock pulse generator 5 and to trigger first interface unit 3 with a multiple of the supplied clock pulse, in this case, a factor of seven. In addition, the operating clock pulse supplied by clock pulse generator 5 is transmitted through a clock pulse transmission line 9 to second interface unit 4. The latter also includes a clock pulse conversion unit 10 that also increases the operating clock pulse by the same factor and thus clocks second interface unit 4. The control data received by first interface unit 3 through first image data line 6 and first control data line 7 is processed by first interface unit 3 and structured into data packets in accordance with a defined data protocol. These data packets are transmitted from first interface unit 3 to second interface unit 4 through a first, second, and third data line 11, 12, and 13. The multiplicity of the operating clock pulse of first interface unit 3 and second interface unit 4 is selected in this case such that in each cycle of this clock pulse, one bit of the data packet is transmitted through each of data lines 11, 12, and 13. The transmission capacity may be increased by providing additional data lines between first interface unit 3 and second interface unit 4. It is also possible to reduce data transmission to two data lines, for example. The data lines in this case may be configured as two-wire lines that conduct a direct voltage signal from first interface unit 3 to second interface unit 4. Data is then transmitted in that a direct voltage value is assigned to a first signal value (low) while a second direct voltage value is assigned to a second data value (high), in which case the value “low” may be 1.2 V, for example, and the value “high” may be 1.4 V, for example. The voltage value is detected by a comparator circuit in second interface unit 4, for example. Data lines 11, 12, and 13 are configured in one exemplary embodiment as two-wire lines that make transfer of the direct voltage signal possible. A transmission method based on variable direct voltage is known as LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signal).

[0015] In accordance with the defined data transmission protocol, second interface unit 4 receives back one image data signal and one control data signal from the data packets transmitted through data lines 11, 12, and 13, the image data being transmitted through a second image data line 14 and the control data being transmitted through a second control data line 15 to display unit 2. Display unit 2 may be, for example, a drive unit for a liquid crystal cell such as line and column drivers, the drive unit of a cathode ray tube, or a graphics arithmetic unit for depiction of the transferred image data in a display. Furthermore, the detected control data is forwarded to an evaluation unit 16 that checks the correctness of the transmitted control data and the transmitted clock pulse. For this purpose, the control unit has available at least information about the clock pulse frequency, the line change frequency, or the image change frequency. A reset signal or the “data ready” signal that indicates transmission of valid data, for example, may be transmitted as additional control signals. The correctness of the transmitted control signals is checked in evaluation unit 16. For this purpose, evaluation unit 16 is provided with at least the transmitted clock pulse frequency, a stored frequency for an image line change, and a stored frequency for an image page change. Evaluation unit 16 then checks to determine whether any control signals are present and compares the input voltages with reference values that are provided for the high and low data values. If correct signals are present, then it compares the received control signals or a change in control signals with the point in time at which this change would have been expected. In this case, tolerances in connection with image transmission are taken into consideration, such as the lack of synchronization of a source signal with the transmission frequency, for example. If a maximum time period allowed for this purpose is exceeded, then an error is ascertained. If evaluation unit 16 detects a faulty transmission, then it forwards this information to a processing unit 17. The latter issues a warning to a user via a warning device 18 to the effect that the data depicted by display unit 2 is not correct. Furthermore, image data source 1 is connected to display unit 2 via a data bus 20 that is configured as a CAN (Controller Area Network) bus. As an example of a faulty data connection via one of data lines 11, 12, or 13, image data source 1 is connected to display unit 2 via a data bus 20, which is otherwise used for transmission of other vehicle data, the data intended for transmission via the data line determined to be faulty being transmitted at least partially via data bus 20 so that at least a limited display is made possible using display unit 2.

[0016] FIG. 2 shows an exemplary embodiment for a transmitted data packet 30. Above a time axis 31 is shown a clock pulse signal 32, which, by its rising clock pulse edge 33, specifies the clock pulse for transmission of the data packet. Within one clock pulse period, exactly one data packet 30 is transmitted, and this packet is broken down into seven single bits 34, of which only one is designated in FIG. 2 to make the drawing easier to read. Data packet 30 is divided into a first data word 35, which is transmitted through first data line 11, a second data word 36, which is transmitted through second data line 12, and a third data word 37, which is transmitted through third data line 13. The individual bits are transmitted by the multiplied clock pulse within the time provided for the data packet. In the exemplary embodiment selected here, first data bits 38 of data packet 30 are in each case the data bits that contain the control information. This first data bit of a data packet is also shown for the subsequent data packet, where it is given the reference numeral 39. H designates the horizontal synchronization signal (line synchronization), V the vertical synchronization signal (frame synchronization), and D the data ready signal that indicates transmission of valid data. Instead of the data transmission including seven bits per data word, as selected here, any other size of data words greater than or equal to 2 bits per data word may also be selected for
data transmission. The size of seven bits shown in accordance with the exemplary embodiment permits a pixel description of 3x6 bits, which means that a sufficient data volume is available for the description of one pixel. A control signal is then given if the particular control data bit is set to the value “high.” The other six bits designate for each data word a piece of information about the brightness of a primary color of a pixel. In this case, for example, a 6-bit piece of information for the brightness of the color red is specified in the first data word, the brightness for the color green is specified in second data word 36, and the brightness for the color blue is specified in the third data word. This is indicated in the drawing by letters R, G, and B. The division and sorting of data bits selected here represents only one exemplary embodiment, and it is possible to switch the assigned data bits with one another in any manner, provided that the position of the individual bits is unambiguously defined in a data protocol and it is ensured that at least one control bit is transmitted on each data line. The position of the control bit within data packet 30 or within data word 35, 36, or 37 is also freely selectable.

FIG. 3 shows a method sequence according to the present invention. Starting with an initialization step 40, image data transmission is initiated. In a data transmission step 41, a data packet is transmitted from first interface unit 3 to second interface unit 4. In a subsequent first test step 42, evaluation unit 16 checks to determine whether any control signal has been transmitted or whether the voltage value measured at the point in time for the presence of the control signal within the data packet is within a voltage window allowed for the high or low values. If this is the case, then the sequence branches to a second test step 43, in which a check is made to determine whether a change in the item of control data has occurred compared with the value in the previous data packets and, if not, whether this change in the item of control data is then overdue. If a control signal has been detected within a specified time period that is defined by the horizontal and vertical trigger frequency, for example, then it is assumed that the image data has also been transmitted correctly. The sequence then branches back to a next data transmission step 41. If, however, a faulty data transmission is ascertained, since either no control signal at all or no change in the control signal has been detected, then the sequence branches both from first test step 42 and from second test step 43 to a warning step 44, in which an acoustic and/or optical warning is issued to a user. If necessary, there is a switch to auxiliary transmission via data bus 20. However, if it is determined in first test step 42 that no clock pulse signal is transmitted, then successful data transmission is not possible. This information is also communicated to a user, and the data transmission method is terminated in a final step 45.

[0017] In the exemplary embodiment shown here, data is transmitted in one direction from first interface unit 3 to second interface unit 4. However, transmission may also be performed such that the transmission direction is alternated.

What is claimed is:
1. An interface for image data transmission, comprising:
   - at least two data lines; and
   - one clock pulse line for transmitting a clock pulse;
   wherein pixel data and control data are transmitted through the at least two data lines for producing an image from the pixel data, at least one item of control data being transmitted on each of the at least two data lines, whereby a correctness of pixel data transmission is checked by reference to control data transmission.
2. The interface of claim 12, further comprising:
   - a counter for counting clock pulses since a last change in one item of control data; and
   - a comparison unit for comparing a counter value with a stored value;
   wherein an error condition is determined when the counter value exceeds the stored value by a defined degree.
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